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SECTION - I 

Q.1 Match the Pair / Fill in the blanks. (5)  

1. To provide adequate & timely support from the banking system to the farmers for meeting 

their cultivation needs is the objective of ------------------ . 

a. Kisan Debit Card               b. ATM Card            

c. Agriculture Card                d. Kisan Credit Card 

 

2. Which agency has been designated as Nodle Agency for undertaking price support 

operations for oilseeds & pulses on a regular basis? 

 a. NAFED                 b. NCDC          c.FCI             d. PACS  

 

3. Agriculture in India to a large extent depends upon---------------------------. 

a.  Fertilizers Supply position                  b. Pesticides supply position  

c. Availability of canal irrigation   d.  Monsoon  

 

4. A rural consumer with lower quality & lower price preference would prefer to buy 

a. Branded products                               b. Value products  

c. Spurious brands                                  d. Premium products  

 

5. The demand in rural market is------------------------. 

a. Regular                   b. Seasonal       c. Cyclical                      d. Uniform  

 

Q.2 Answer the following. (Any Two) (20) 

1. ‘Fertilizers Marketing is challenging task for the marketers.’ Discuss the key problems in 

fertilizers marketing in India.  What solutions you would suggest to overcome these problems?  

2. ‘In FMCG products marketing, marketers are focusing more on Small Packing.’ Explain 

why? Support your answer with suitable examples. 

 

3. ‘In marketing of rural produce, the role of middleman/intermediaries is very vital.’ 

Explain what do you mean by rural produce? What are the different types of middleman/ 

intermediaries involved in marketing of rural produce? 

 

4. Explain any five types of pricing strategies used in Rural Marketing.  

Q.3 Write notes on. (Any Two) (10) 

 a. Motives of Cooperatives  

 b. Tractor - A key agricultural Input  

 c. Benefits of Thompson Rural Market Index  

 

C 
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SECTION - II 

Q.4 Case Study 

Television, once considered a luxury for any household in India, has progressed by leaps 

and bounds, and so has the fascination for big-screen TVs. And the transformation from 

LCDs to LEDs has been even swifter. Vision Electronics Ltd. , the domestic electronics 

goods company  has launched a 50-inch high-quality big-screen LED TV on a limited 

budget. The company has launched bigger yet cheaper TV model ‘ Golden Eye ‘ for as less 

as Rs 35,000 in the urban markets of India. There are many leading players in the 50 Inch 

category TVs, available in the price range of Rs.50, 000 t0 100000. 

With the success in the urban market, the company is also planning to launch this TV 

Model in the rural market of India. Management is going to target the highly potential 

villages in India. Selection of the potential villages will be done on the certain parameters. 

Management believes that rural markets are also growing very fast & there is enormous 

untapped potential. 

Some key features of the Golden Eye Model of TV are as follows. 

• The ‘Golden Eye’ TV has a full high-definition screen, supports external speakers. 

• The ‘Golden Eye’ TV is slim and comes with an elegant stand. Though not mostly metal, 

the structure is robust and the material used is of good quality. 

• LED screen is very clear. The screen quality is good and does manage to deflect most of 

the light falling on it from surrounding sources. The model provides super sharp picture 

clarity.  

• ‘Golden Eye’ TV gives you a home theatre effect with great sound, which is very loud 

and again aided by a set of presets. The sound system is sufficient for most standard hall 

rooms or bedrooms, but if the space you install the TV in is large enough, a speaker 

enhancement would be a better option. 

•  The typical power consumption of ‘Golden Eye’ is 95 watts and stand-by less than a 

watt, which is remarkable given most LEDs consume on an average at least 120-140 

watts in the 50-55-inch range. 

• The company offers a one-year manufacturer domestic warranty. 

Questions: 

1. Discuss the key parameters on the basis of which company should identify & select the 

highly potential villages. 

2. What key features the Vision Electronics Ltd. should highlight while promoting its brand 

‘Golden Eye’? Also explain why. 

3. State & explain any four key challenges Vision Electronics Ltd. has to face in Rural 

Market. 

(15) 

Q.5 Answer the following.  (10) 

 a) Comment upon the effectiveness of wall paintings and the mobile vans as  communication  

    media in the rural markets, giving suitable examples. 

 OR  

 b) ‘Concept of Contract farming is becoming popular in India.’ What benefits contract 

farming provides to Farmers & the Companies doing Contract farming? 

 

 


